Assembly of nitroreductase and layered double hydroxides toward functional biohybrid materials.
The development of new multifunctional materials integrating catalytically active and selective biomolecules, such as enzymes, as well as easily removable and robust inorganic supports that allow their use and reuse, is a subject of ongoing attention. In this work, the nitroreductase NfrA2/YncD (NR) from Bacillus megaterium Mes11 strain was successfully immobilized by adsorption and coprecipitation on layered double hydroxide (LDH) materials with different compositions (MgAl-LDH and ZnAl-LDH), particle sizes and morphologies, and using different enzyme/LDH mass ratios (Q). The materials were characterized and the immobilization and catalytic performance of the biohybrids were studied and optimized. The nitroreductase-immobilized on the nanosized MgAl-LDH displayed the best catalytic performance with 42-46% of catalytic retention and>80% of immobilization yield at saturation values of enzyme loading Cs ≈ 0.6 g NR/g LDH (Q = 0.8). The adsorption process displayed high enzyme-LDH affinity interactions yielding to a stable biohybrid material. The increase in the amount of enzyme loading favoured the catalytic performance of the biohybrid due to the better preservation of the native conformation. The biohybrid was reused several times with partial activity retention after 4 cycles. In addition, the biohybrid was successfully dried maintaining the catalytic activity for several weeks when it was stored in its dry form. Finally, thin films of NR@LDH biohybrid deposited on glassy carbon electrodes were evaluated as a modified electrode applied for nitro-compound detection. The results show that these biohybrids can be used in biotechnology applications to efficiently detect compounds such as dinitrotoluene. The search for new non-hazardous chemical designs preventing or reducing the use of aggressive chemical processes for human being and the environment is the common philosophy within sustainable chemistry.